ScholarFest Reception

The ScholarFest Reception celebrates published, peer-reviewed works. Participants are encouraged to network, meet colleagues in other fields, and converse about the works submitted by published Rowan University scholars.

ScholarFest Themes

Participating scholars were asked to select the interdisciplinary theme(s) that best map to their work. We invite you to view the color-coded stickers on your colleagues’ nametags, consider the many interpretations of the interdisciplinary themes, and discuss the details of your work.

We extend our thanks to those who generously contributed to this event:

- College of Business
- College of Humanities & Social Sciences
- College of Science & Mathematics
- College of Engineering
- College of Fine & Performing Arts
- Cooper Medical School of Rowan University
- Friends of Campbell Library [FoCaL]
- Office of the Provost
- Rowan University Libraries
- Rowan University School of Osteopathic Medicine

Music

- Denny DiBlasio, Saxophone
- Rob George, Guitar
- Erik Marley, Drums
- Wilfredo Rodriguez, Bass Guitar

Musical entertainment provided by the College of Fine & Performing Arts.

Tuesday, October 28, 2014
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Eynon Ballroom
Welcome
Scott P. Muir
Associate Provost for Library Information Services

Research and Scholarship
at Rowan University
Jim Newell
Provost

A Research Library in a Research University
Shreekanth Mandayam
Vice President for Research

The Library's Role in Scholarly Communication
Scott P. Muir
Associate Provost for Library Information Services

Speaker Recognized Scholars

Nimish Kumar Acharya
Karen Agaronian
Mikhail Anikin
Kara Aplin
Diane Ashton
Lauren Athey-Janka
Leah Buhl
Genii R. Buliga
Pamela Baschouer
Nathan Bauer
Jane Bean-Folkes
John Bertagnotti
Teijinder Billing
Kate Boland
Andrea Bortaro
Ed Britian
Conte Meredith Brown
JoAnne Bullard
*Russell Buono
Kimble A. Byrd
Robert Capo
Gregory Caputo
William Carrigan
Thomas Cavalieri
Eduardo Cavanagh
Millecent King Channell
Xinhua Chen
Sheri Chinen Biesen
Anita Chorpa
Zachary Christman
Jan Contall
Danielle Lynn Cooley
Karina Cooper
Joshua Coren
Joseph Couolombo
Rick Dammers

Joe Davey
Pola de la Torre
Esther Deblinger-Sooland
Nancy DeJarnet
Cassandra DeMarshall
Laure DiRosa
Henry Donbrowski
Eric Dubcis
Kelly Duke Bryant
Karl Dyer
Ronald Ellis
R.G. Evans
Michelle Evans-Chase
Thomas Ferraro
Susan Find
Robert Fleming
Barbara Framinger
Jeremy Francis
Eve Friedman
Mathieu Gendreau
Mindy George-Weinstein
Alissa Glickman
Gary Goldblatt
Kathryn Goss
Jill Gower
Adarsh Gupta
Analisia Halpen
Joan Hanna
David E. Harrison
Harriet Hartman
Richard Hau
James Heinzen
Amanda Helmer
Jeffery Hettinger
Warren Heymann

*Mark Hickman
Jane Hill
Vasi Hnartshin
Luke Holbrook
Mark Holowech
Andrew D. Hottel
Hristo Houhavy
Gerald Hough
Jolanta Howell
Lisa Jahn-Claugh
Allan Jiao
Ane Johnson
Sabshul Jonnalagadda
Meredith Joppa
Sandra Joy
Jennifer Kay
MaryLou Kerwin
Rose Kim
Stephen K. Kim
Melissa Klapper
Robert Krchnavek
Anandulha Krishnan
Alison Kruka
Eric Kupersmith
Igor Kuzin
Michael Law
Jooch Lee
Paola Leone
Carla Lewandowski
Rebecca Lewandowski
Phyllis A. Lewis
Donald L., Jr.
Shin Yi Lin
Andrea Lobo

*Poster presenter

Julia MacDonnell Chang
Rebekah Maggor
Alison Maneszo
Marilyn Manley
Farrah H. Mansour
Dmitry Markov
Lawrence Markowitz
Susan Coutinho McAllister
William T. McAllister
Robin McBe
Yusuf Mehra

*Cheryl Ann Melovitz-Vasan
Mary J. Monari-Sparks
*Bire Morettini
Scott Morshauer
Eric Mass
Janet G. Moss
Robert Nagele
Catherine Neary
Angels Nguyen
Aaron Nolan
Donald R. Noll
John O'Reardon
*Thomas Oster
Roberto Pace
Andrey V. Parshin
John Pastorino
Niranjan Pati
Robert Polikar
Elizabeth S. Pollio
Sheryl C. Pomerantz
*Manuel Pontes
Rachel Pruchno

*Jeffery Leslie Spencer
Robert A. Steer
T. Peter Stein
Randy Strich
Sujal Ali Surve
Dmitry Temiakov
Sanford Tweedie
Timothy Vaden

Jean-Sebastien Rachoin
Kandalam V. Ramaiahachary
Annette Reboli
Courtney Richardson
James Roh
Jennifer Romer-Seleb
Linda Ross
Sanjay Roy
Nathan Rubli
Melissa Runyon
Matiano J. Savelski
Theodore Sebaroarui
Margarid D. Schuler
Edward Schoen
John C. Schoen
Theresa O. Scholl
Clotistine M. Schroeder
Olga Schweiker
George Scott
Amanda Sevrin
Edward Shudack, III.
Natalia Stcherbik
Anthony Sherman
Nataly Studzi
C. Stewart Slater
Dawn Specht

MaryBeth Wallpole
Robert Wieman
Joy Wilenburg
William Wolff
Suang Wu
Joy Xin
Catherine Yang
Yang Yang

Sajid Ali Surve
Dmitry Temiakov
Sanford Tweedie
Timothy Vaden

Nagaswami Vasan
*Nathan Walker